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This paper focuses on the problem of congestion control in wireless ATM network based on new Hybrid 
Scheme proposed by the authors to solve the hand off/hand over problem in ATM-based PCN, which 
aims to give handover calls high priority over new calls. It presents a non-disruptive handoff protocol 
with dynamic channel reservation for wireless ATM networks. The analytical results are verified by a 
simulation study, which has shown that a non-disruptive handoff with dynamic channel reservation 
does achieve much lower blocking probability under high traffic load and significantly reduce the 
average waiting time during handoff. The improvement reflects remarkable reduced percentage of FTP 
due to handover failure, when we use our proposed Hybrid Scheme. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In wireless ATM, network congestion can occur when a 
number of Base Stations can simultaneously send 
packets to the same switch in the network. Bursty 
communication requires dynamic bandwidth allocation, 
which may be difficult to allocate in practice. Bandwidth 
management is crucial for maintaining communication in 
the wireless networks.  Two types of probabilities may be 
defined as QoS parameters in wireless networks as 
follows: 
 
 

Forced termination probability (FTP) 
 

In wireless networks, when a mobile user (MU) travels 
from one cell to another, the connection handover takes 
place between the new and previous cell. The forced 
termination probability (FTP) is the probability that an 
original call is eventually not completed because of an 
unsuccessful handover attempt (Ramaswami and Parhi, 
(2003). 
 
 

Connection/call blocking probability (CBP) 
 

The   connection/call  blocking  probability  (CBP)   is  the 
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probability that a new connection/call request is rejected. 
The reason for rejection is generally the unavailability of 
the sufficient resources which are required to meet the 
demands made by the connection/call. One of the most 
obvious merits of a wireless network (Siv and Kumar, 
2004) is the total traffic it carries, it is the amount of traffic 
admitted to the wireless/cellular network as opposed to 
the offered load. In light traffic conditions, the carried 
traffic can be taken to be equal to the offered traffic. 
However, in general, the carried traffic is less than the 
offered load because of blocking of calls and handover 
failures. 

To support network-wide handoff, new and handoff call 
requests will compete for connection resources in both 
the mobile and clustered networks. Handoff calls require 
a higher congestion related performance, that is, blocking 
probability, relative to new calls because forced 
terminations of ongoing calls due to hand-off call blocking 
are generally more objectionable then new call blocking 
from the subscriber’s perspective (Oliver and Victor, 
1997). 

This paper focuses on the problem of congestion 
control in wireless ATM network. This is a practical fact 
that frequent handoff in PCN introduces the phenomena 
of congestion. After studying the currently used schemes, 
it is clear that there is some room for improvement for 
conventional  handoff  ordering  schemes. 



 
 
 
 

Handover initiated in PCN, a new channel (Kyasanur and 
Vidya, 2005) has to be granted to handover request for 
successful handover. To keep FTP to desired minimum 
values, handover algorithm should avoid blocking 
handover request due to lack of resources, that is, radio 
and wired links. In our proposed Mixed Handover 
Scheme, this has been achieved by giving handover high 
priority over initiating calls. After applying proposed 
scheme there is a remarkable reduction in FTP at the 
cost of tolerable CBP.  

 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
To deal with initial access and handoff problem, several 
strategies are reported in the literature (Guerreroand and 
Aghvami, 1999; Kulavaratharasah and Aghvami, 1998) 
as: Non-prioritized; Reserved Channel; FIFO Priority; 
Measurement-Based Priority; and Subtracting Schemes. 
Queuing of handover requests is made possible by the 
existence of the time interval the mobile terminal (MT) 
spends in the handover area, where it is physically 
capable of communicating with both the current and next 
base terminal stations (BTSs).  In queuing handover, if all 
channels of a cell are occupied, calls originating within 
that cell are blocked and the handover requests to that 
cell are queued. FIFO is queuing discipline, in which, the 
call first queued, will be first served. A Measurement-
Based Prioritized Scheme is proposed in Tekinay and 
Jabbari (1992) according to the scheme a queued MT 
gains a higher priority as its power ratio decreases from 
the handover threshold to the receiver threshold. The 
MTs waiting for a channel in the handover queue are 
sorted continuously according to their priorities. 

Signal prediction priority queuing (SPPQ), which uses 
both received signal strength (RSS) and the change in 
RSS to determine the priority ordering of an MT. In order 
to optimize the system for the minimum number of 
dropped handovers, the handover that would be 
terminated next should be the first to be handed over. 

Another scheme called reserved channel scheme 
(RCS), gives handover calls a higher priority than new 
calls.  In RCS, a number of wireless channels, called 
guard channels, are exclusively reserved for handover 
calls, and the remaining channels, called normal 
channels, can be shared equally between handover and 
new calls.  In Oliver and Victor (1997) the objectives of 
dynamic reserved channel scheme (DRCS) are to satisfy 
a desired dropping of the probability of handover calls, to 
reduce the blocking probability of new calls, and to 
improve the channel utilization.  Similarly a flexible 
channel assignment scheme is proposed in (Tajima and 
Imamura, 1999). In the subtracting scheme (SRS) certain 
channels are allowed to temporarily divide into two 
channels at half the original rate to accommodate 
handover calls. This subtracting occurs when all the 
channels occupied at the moment of handover arrival. 
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When subtracting channel is released, it forms into an 
original full-rate channel by combining with another 
subtracted channel (Kulavaratharasah and Aghvami, 
1998). 
 
 
DESIGN SCHEME FOR MIXED HANDOVER 
 
The author presents a mixed handover scheme, which 
aims to give handover calls higher priority than new calls. 
The Mixed Scheme combines two priority schemes 
namely Handover Queuing Scheme and Reserved 
Channel Scheme (bandwidth reservation). In this work, 
first in, first out (FIFO) and measurement based priority 
scheme (MBPS) queuing discipline (Tekinay and Jabbari, 
1992) and Reserved Channel Scheme (RCS) is used, 
and achieves a remarkable reduction in FTP. The network 
resources are limited due to physical limitation of wired 
link and frequency interference in radio link. 

Consequently, as FTP decrease, the blocking 
probability of new calls increases. Careful implementation 
of handover algorithm leads to minimum FTP and keeps 
blocking probability to the objective value.  The various 
steps used in the proposed Mixed Scheme are as follows: 
 
 
Admission control 
 
In the proposed scheme, a new call is admitted only if 
number of free channels is more than number of guard 
channels; otherwise, the new call is blocked. Handover 
calls are admitted if any channel is free. If all the 
channels are occupied, then the handover is queued 
using queuing discipline like FIFO and MBPS queuing 
schemes. Handover requests are blocked only if it is 
waiting in the queue for free resource, and the tolerance 
time period elapsed before granting a free resource. 

This reflects the natural boundary of the queue size. 
Queuing scheme gives the priority to handover calls by 
keeping   them waiting for resources to be freed, and give 
them priority over the new calls, while, RCS gives priority 
to the handover calls by preventing new call to use 
certain number of channels, which are reserved 
exclusively for handover calls. The mixed scheme, 
combines the priority from the both schemes, and gains a 
higher priority for handover calls (Hadj et al., 2009). 
 
 

EXPANSION OF ATM BASED NETWORK 
 

Cellular mobile systems employ channel assignment, 
whereas ATM-based clustered networks may employ 
statistical multiplexing and statistical bandwidth 

assignment (Kesidis, 2007).Since statistical bandwidth 
assignment can be mapped into per call equivalent 
bandwidth assignment, the concept of guard channel, 
that is, RCS can be directly applied to set aside reserved 
bandwidth for handover calls. 
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Figure 1. New calls admission control flow diagram for RCS considering both radio and clustered links. 

 
 
 
ADMISSION CONTROL OVER CLUSTERED 
NETWORK 
 

New calls may need to use the clustered network to 
communicate with other call parties, served by different 
Mobile ATM Switch (MAS).  A new call is admitted only if 
radio and clustered resources are available, otherwise, 
the new call is blocked. Figure 1 show flow diagram for 
Call Admission Control over radio and clustered links 
respectively. The handover calls, may also need to use a 
clustered link, in this case, RCS may be applied for both 
radio links and clustered links, as stated in Oliver and 
Victor (1997). Each cell is served by BTS, which has NR 
radio channels to serve MT in the cell. Number NRG of 
radio channels, can be reserved to serve handover 
requests. On the other hand, each clustered link has NL 
channels, number in channels in a clustered link, is 
relatively larger than the number of channels in a BTS. As 
at the radio channels, NLG guard channels can be 
reserved to serve handover calls, that request clustered 
link. The number of guard channels should be determined 
carefully in both radio and clustered links; this number 
depends  on  the  traffic  patterns  (Tekinay  and   Jabbari, 

1992) and network topology. 
Queuing the handover request, which is used in 

considering radio link only, can be used in the extension 
to ATM-based network. The idea is that when resources 
are needed to serve handover are not available, is to 
queue handover request instead of blocking the handover 
call, the queuing is limited by a time interval, during which 
some resources are expected to be freed, so handover 
request can be served. If handover request needs a 
clustered link, then it is queued if radio resources are not 
available or clustered link resources are not available. 

 
 
SIMULATION MODEL 

 
In this study, a simulation model is proposed in which 
multiple cells connected by MAS. The cells are connected 
by fixed clustered network. PCN architecture based ATM 
switches proposed in Low (2000). Simulation model can 
work with any channel assignment strategy. However, the 
results are obtained using Fixed Channel Assignment 
(FCA). 
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Figure 2. Simulation model for single cell. 

 
 
 
TRAFFIC MODEL 
 
Traffic in a cell consists of new calls initiated inside the 
cell and handovers arriving to the cell from the 
neighboring cells. New calls and handovers follow 
Poisson distribution. The offered load (that is, traffic) is 
variable; to obtain different points, while the fraction of 
total traffic due to the handover is kept fixed. Call duration 
is assumed to be exponential. 

When a new call is originated in a cell and assigned a 
channel, the call holds until it is completed in the cell or 
handed over to another cell as the mobile moves out of 
the cell, Figure 2 shows traffic flow into a cell. MT stays in 

the coverage area of a cell for a period of time (dwell 
time) that is exponentially distributed, and then it moves 
to one of surrounding cells. 

The probability of requiring a handover depends on the 
cell coverage area, the MT movement, and the call 
duration. A call handover must be directed to one of the 
neighboring cells. The probability of each neighboring cell 
receiving the call depends on the amount of common 
boundary area and mobile direction (Oliver and Victor, 
1997). In simulation model, we consider typical 
hexagonal cell, and we assume that the neighboring cells 
receive the handover with an equal probability of 1/6 for 
each. 
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Figure 3. An ATM based cellular network. (a) An ATM based architecture. (b) 
Corresponding H graph of the PCN architecture. 
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Figure 4. Different possible clustered network connections. 

 
 
 

ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION  
 
Each microcell has a BS to serve the MT within the cell. 
The geographical area is partitioned into a set C= {C1, 
C2,…, Cn} of n disjoint clusters, each cluster consists of a 
set of microcells. An ATM switch is allocated within each 
cluster and each BS in this cluster is connected to one of 
the ports of this switch. The ATM switch offers the 
services of establishing / releasing channels for the MTs 
in the cluster, also this switch should have 
routing/rerouting capabilities. Two neighboring clusters 
can be interconnected via the associated ATM switches. 
The links between ATM switches are called clustered 
links, and the links between ATM switch and BS are 
called local links. 

An ATM-based topology could be represented by an 
undirected graph H = (V,F); where each vertex vi in V 
stand for a cluster Ci ( or an ATM switch) and an edge ei,j  
is in F if  clusters Ci  and Ci  are adjacent in the given 
network. Figure 3 shows an ATM based PCN topology, 
which consist of 21 cells, attached to 8 ATM switches, 
which connected by 9 clustered links. In Low (2000), they 
have given PCN with different number of cells and ATM 
switches configuration. Corresponding H graph of Figure 
3(a) is shown in Figure 3(b). 

Constructing a clustered network between MASs could 
be done in different ways. Depending on the geographical 
area, the cost of the clustered link, and traffic patterns. 
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show different possible clustered 
network for the graph in Figure 3(b). 
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Figure 5.Simulation environment ATM-based cellular PCN. Arrows indicate handover from surrounding cells; 
mobile ATM switch.     

 
 
 
MT engaged in a call or data transfer within the same 
cluster will consume two local links, one for each local 
link between base station and the associated switch. For 
intercluster communication, clustered links will be 
allocated in addition to local links. The channel occupied 
will depend on the communication path being assigned. 
 
 
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
 
In the simulation, we have simulated the traffic in six cells 
as a part of full network. From Figure 5 we consider the 
ATM switches 1, 2 and 3. BTS 1 and BTS 2 form a 
cluster, and connected to ATM switch 1, BTS 3 and BTS 
4 form a cluster and connected to ATM switch 2, similarly 
for ATM switch 3. ATM switches 1 with 2, and 2 with 3 are 
connected by clustered links; this configuration is 
illustrated in Figure 5. To eliminate the boundary effect, 
wraparound topology is used. Traffic in the clustered link 
is from: calls between (BTS1 or BTS2), (BTS3 or BTS4) 
and (BTS5 or BTS6), and vice versa. Load from other 
parts of the network that may use this link in its 
communication. The number of channels available in this 
clustered network is relatively larger than that of each 
BTS radio channels. The initiated and handover calls in 
the cells,   have   Poisson   rate    as    described   above. 

Simulation parameters 
 
The simulation parameters used for the purpose are as 
follows: 
 
(a) NR: Number of radio channels in each cell. 
(b) NRG: Number of radio guard channels in each cell. 

(c) λo: New call arrival rate. 

(d) λhi: Handover call arrival rate. 

(e) ρ: The offered load which is λo +λhi. 
(f) tc: New call holding time. 
(g) th: Handover call holding time. 
(h) tq: Maximum tolerable time in the queue. 
(i) NL: Number of clustered channels in each clustered 
link. 
(j) NLG: Number of clustered guard channels in each 
clustered link. 
(k) Pcell: Probability of in cell call. 
(l) Pcluster : Probability of in cluster call. 
(m) Pbacbone: Probability of out cluster call. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
In this study, simulation results are obtained to evaluate 
the proposed Mixed Scheme.  Simulation   program   was  
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Figure 6. Force termination probability vs.load. 

 
 
 
run using default values of simulation parameters to 
obtain the results. 10000 calls were sampled in one 
arbitrary cell of the simulation environment. 

Calls may require a fixed part of the network to 
complete their connections. The default values for the 
simulation parameter are defined as follows (Ebersman 
and Tonguz, 1999). 
 
NR = 30 Radio channels in each cell,  
NRG = 3 Reserved Radio channels in each cell, 
tc =  60 s average of new call holding time, 
th =  30 s average of handover call holding time, 
tq =   10 s average time in the handover queue. 
 
Handover has 50% of the total traffic. The offered load 
varies from 4 calls/min to 60 calls/min, which is 
considered   as     overload    traffic       to     the   system. 

Forced termination probability 
 
From Figure 6 it is clear that pure FIFO (that is, for RR 0, 
RB 0) and pure MBPS (that is, for RR 0, RB 0) schemes 
have maximum FTP with no reserved channel at the 
radio link and back bone link. Reserved channels at radio 
link (FIFO-RR 3, RB 0, and MBPS-RR 3, RB 0) improve 
the performance a little bit. MBPS with 3 reserved radio 
channels and 5 reserved clustered channels (MBPS, RR 
3, RB 5) has the least FTP. FIFO scheme with 3 reserved 
radio channels and 5 reserved clustered channels (FIFO, 
RR 3, RB 5), has little improvement over (MBPS, RR 3, 
RB 3). FTP for (FIFO, RR 3, RB 3) is significantly higher 
than (FIFO, RR 3, RB 5). As mentioned before, MBPS 
and FIFO with 3 reserved radio channels and zero 
reserved clustered channels have significant higher FTP 
than  the   other   described   schemes,   this   shows  the
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Figure 7. Call blocking probability vs. load. 

 
 
 
importance of using reserved channels on the clustered 
network links. There is significant improvement when 
MBPS queuing discipline is used over FIFO queuing 
discipline, this is clear when we use the same number of 
reserved channels on clustered link and radio link for 
both schemes. 
 
 
Call blocking probability 
 
The call blocking probability (CBP) is the probability that 
the new calls finds all the channels busy, and blocked. It 
is important to keep track of the blocking probability, to 
see how much various scheme yields blocking 
probabilities.  Figure 7 gives the CBP behavior of mixed 
and non mixed (FIFO and MBPS) schemes. It is clear 
that all the mixed schemes have more blocking 
probability at higher offered load. Increase in Call 
Blocking Probability is always the price we have to pay 
for decrease in Forced Termination Probability. All mixed 
schemes, which is basically queuing and reservation, 
approximately have the same blocking probability with 
minor differences.  This shows a trade-offs between the 
handover forced termination and new call blocking. 
 
 
Improvement in FTP due to reserving channels at 
clustered link 
 
The improvement study carried out to show how much 
improvement is achieved by using the  mixed  scheme  in 

the comparison to the other schemes. The improvement 
reflects the reduced percentage of FTP due to handover 
failure. The improvement of scheme S1 over S2 is 
calculated as follows: 
 
Improvement (S1, S2) in %= (f (S2) - f (S1) )/ S2 * 100 
 
where f (S) is the FTP by using scheme S, substitute S1 
and  S2  for various schemes. 
 
Figure 8 shows improvement of Mixed Scheme (that is, 
using reserved channels with MBPS and FIFO), with 
respect to pure FIFO (RR 0, RB 0). The figure shows a 
significant improvement when 3 or 5 channels are 
reserved in clustered link.  The maximum improvement is 
achieved by the schemes FIFO (RR 3, RB 5) and MBPS 
(RR 3, RB 5), which is  100 to  80% at moderate offered 
load and 70 to 50%  at higher load. 
 
 
Increase in CBP due to reserving channels at 
clustered link 
 
As consequence of reduction in FTP, an increase in new 
CBP is introduced. The number of resources is limited 
(that is, radio channels) as more channels are assigned 
to serve handover request, blocking probability will 
increase. We have studied how the Mixed Scheme 
introduces increase in CBP, in comparison to other 
schemes. The increased blocking reflects the percentage 
increase in CBP  due  to  non-availability  of  resources of
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Figure 8. Decreased force termination probability wuth respect to pure FIFO(RR-0,RB-0. 

 
 
 
scheme S1 over scheme S2, the increase in CBP is 
calculated as follows:    
 
Blocking increase (S1, S2) in %   = (b(S1) - b(S2))/ S1 
*100 
 
where b(S) is the CBP by using scheme S, substitute S1 
and S2 for various schemes. 
 
Reserving channels on clustered link leads to slight 
increase in CBP. Figure 9 explores the increase in CBP in 
Mixed Scheme with respect to (w.r.t.) Pure FIFO (RR 0, 
RB 3). At low offered load (that is, in initial staghe) the 
increment in CBP is zero, which indicates that all the 
schemes have same performance.  As the moderate load 
is offered to the network the increase in CBP suddenly 
raises up-to 100% for some duration, and than reduces to 
30% gradually. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper focuses on the problem of congestion control 
in wireless ATM network. This is a practical fact that 
frequent handoff in PCN introduces the phenomena of 
congestion. After studying the currently used  schemes,  it 

is clear that there is some room for improvement for 
conventional handoff ordering schemes. A simple new 
Hybrid Scheme is proposed to solve the hand off/ hand 
over problem in ATM-based PCN, which aims to give 
handover calls high priority over new calls. From 
simulation results, we find that using reserved channels 
at radio and clustered links, there is remarkable reduction 
in Forced Termination Probability (100 to 80% at 
moderate offered load and 70 to 50% at higher load). The 
price paid for using reserved channels is increase in Call 
Blocking Probability 75 to 25% approximately for 
moderate loads and 25 to 15% (approx.). This occurs 
because there is finite capacity for the network, and 
keeping more handoffs calls from being lost will result in 
more originating calls being lost because there are 
insufficient resources to handle them. We can draw the 
following conclusions to improve QoS for a better 
congestion management: Queuing discipline that serve 
first the handover requests, MBPS shows a considerable 
improvement over FIFO. However, queue discipline that 
depends on more measurement, and may be also on 
traffic patterns can lead to more accurate decision on 
which handover request should be served first. When 
reservation is applied on both radio and clustered 
channels, it leads to significant decrease in FTP with 
increase in CBP.  This reflects the important   of   applying 
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Figure 9. Increase in call blocking probability with respect to pure FIFO(RR-0,RB-0. 

 
 
 
reservation scheme on both radio and clustered links and 
establishes a trade-offs also. Suddenly changes in the 
values of probabilities shows there is a need of careful 
determination/ implementation of reserved channels at 
radio as well as clustered levels. Consideration of traffic 
pattern and offered load is also important. 
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